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COLLEC
CTIONS
ENGL418‐‐J01
ANTH200‐KD1
ANTH205‐KD1
PADM624
4‐JD1
PADM624
4‐JD1
PADM671
1‐JD2
ALST603‐JJD1

ED627‐J01
1

ALST603‐JJD1
ENGL212‐‐KD1

At the
e beginning I didn't have the
t required bbooks. It was helpful to usse the library's on‐
reserve texts.
Could
d not find a lo
ot of material on Alaska Naatives that waas pertinent tto this class.
EBCSOHOST and JSSTOR were he
elpful
Everyy class, I have utilized the library resourrces. I find thee articles and
d all that beingg a UAS
stude
ent as afforde
ed me in the library, very m
much appreciated!
I cann
not live witho
out access to the library, e specially the online portio
on
I have
e my own acccess to EBSCO
Ohost, etc, so I dont really use the UAS library.
I have
e my UAS librrary and Whale card becauuse of this claass. I spent many many hours in
the library lookingg up books and finding resoources for claass. I spent far more time iin the
librarry for this classs than for an
ny other I havve taken at UA
AS this far in m
my program.
I used
d the online articles
a
freque
ently to compplete research
h for my gran
nt proposal
assign
nment. I also used the librrary and the sstudy rooms tto complete h
homework wiith
classm
mates.
Missing many of th
he more mod
dern Alaska b ooks, especiaally in YA and nonfiction.
Need
d more resourrces

ED593‐JD1
PSY101‐KD1
ED690‐J01

EDRE676‐JD1
ED320A‐JD1

Nice E Library
PSYC info was awesome for this course, it was simple to use and provided a lot of useful
articles that I needed for this course.
Sadly to say, I did not need to use the library for any resources. I wish we had more
assignments tied to the resources available at the libary (like educational periodicals for
legal case studies or educational leadership).
Thank you for all the books for our literacy camp!
The UAS library in Anchorage only had old, effectively obsolete, copies of the textbook,
Emphasis Art (9th ed. 2010). It would be helpful if the library was able to get more recent
editions and/or find a way to license digital editions.

STAFF AND INSTRUCTION
PS313‐KD1
ED637‐J01
ED627‐J01
ED690‐J01
ED637‐J01
ED637‐J01
PADM618‐
JD1
ED690‐J01
ED627‐J01

ED627‐J01
ED690‐J01
ED680‐J01
ALST603‐
JD1
ACCT202‐
JD1
HIST341‐
KD1

Excellent help!!
Excellent staff!
Excellent staff. Thanks, Jonas, for giving presentation.
Friendly, helpful and knowledgeable staff.
It was very useful to have the library tech come and speak to us and then give us a short
tour in the library.
Jonas provided a classroom visit that was very helpful!
Such a great resource. So helpful.
Thank you the support by the library and tech staff.
The help desk people were very helpful with my research. Jonas Lamb came to our Ed.
Research class and gave a presentation about doing research through the Egan Library
system, which was very helpful! Thank you Jonas!
The library staff was welcoming and very helpful during this course.
They were very helpful when I needed help.
Very willing to help!
We used the library extensively and it was a treat! So VERY helpful!
Wile I don't often use the library resources, I greatly appreciate the library itself. I am
there often and appreciate the great space to do schoolwork.
As an online student, I found the librarians were easy to work with.

LIBRARY AS PLACE
BA151‐JD1
ED637‐J01
ED405‐JD1

I did most of my studying and writing in the library for this course
I used the online articles to complete my school improvement plan assignment. I also used
the library and the study rooms to do homework with classmates.
It was more the statewide consortium through public libraries was invaluable at receiving
the texts in a timely manner that were not offered by my local library. Hats off to that

ED593‐J03

program. The local UAS study room was also of very high value at providing a space to
have the class in.
Not open early enough for me to work on assignments before class at 8am

TECHNOLOGY
ED230‐JD1

ED690‐J01
ED230‐JD1
BIOL240‐
TD1
HIST341‐
KD1

I have been experiencing intermittent problems connecting with the Egan Library article
collections on my laptop. I have called the library and the IT help Desk. IT has tried
numerous things. They have pinpointed a problem but don't seem to know how to fix it.
Over our little break between Summer and Fall semesters, when I have time to go into
Anchorage, I plan to take my laptop to the apple store to make sure it's not having internal
problems.
The new system for printing in the library is extremely frustrating, and is not connected
with the whale card, eliminating the use of money to print that is put on the whale card.
The PDF's were not compatible with Diigo which was a requirement for this course.
In the future UAS's number should scream on our blackboard page so we can find with as
many times we had to call them. Maybe there but I missed if so. I always had to look it up
other ways.
Much still needs to be improved in this area. The technology itself is rather clunky,
especially with the "search" feature. I usually get "no information found", and the search
engine does not usually narrow the field enough. For example, searching for information
on "cultural importance of the baidarka", I would get a ton of hits with "culture" in the
phrase (which of course would not in any way related to baidarkas). Also, Many times the
librarians did not have a clue as to what materials I needed.

DIDN’T NEED / DIDN’T USE AND MISCELLANEOUS
ENGL211‐
KD1
PADM671‐
JD3
PADM671‐
JD2
BIOL240‐
TD1
ENGL211‐
KD1
ASTR225‐
TD1
BIOL111‐
TD1
ASTR225‐
TD1
BA301‐JD1

Although we didn't use these resources she did provide us with the tutor' name and
contact information. She encouraged us to seek assistance throughout the semester.
Did not need to use the Library for this class ‐ it was about current issues.
Did not need to use them for this course.
Did not use.
Didn't use them
I actually thought that a lot of the material was hard to figure out with the book alone but
with help from the teacher and other resources it was fine.
I am not sure how many people use the library when the class does not require research.
Plus, let's be honest... Tech Savvy people love taking online courses so if they need to
research something I imagine their go to is google.
I did not use the library since Walling provided many within the class setup.
I did not use these services.

ENGL211‐
KD1
BIOL240‐
TD1
BA461‐JD1
BA462‐JD1
BA490‐JD1
PADM671‐
JD2
JOUR101‐
TD1
PADM635‐
JD1
ECON202‐
KD1
BIOL111‐
TD1
ART160‐
TD1
PADM690‐
JD1
ED611‐JD1
ED642‐JD1

I did use Dr. Polanska as a writing tutor. it's always nice to have someone available that
gets back to you in a timely manner.
I didn't end up using the Library
I didn't use any of the resources.
I do not live in Southeast. This was an online course, so I have access to UAA/Apu
Consortium library online.
I have a hard time finding this resource when I would like to use it.
I still use the UAA Consortium website and resources, as I am more familiar with it and
essentially provide the same material.
I think that the library would be necessary if anyone needs more clarification on any
subject.
I utilize UAA's consortium library, as I am more familiar with it from my undergraduate
studies.
I was not in need to a the library resources and services for this course.
I was unable to access as I was out of state. I attempted to resource the community
college in Tucson but as I am not enrolled was not allowed to utilize the facility for
anything other than a proctored test.
I went outside these sources often for the information that I needed.
Ive got my own EBSCOhost access and stuff, dont really use yours
MBS is a great program for folks in the bush. I did no use Egan Library, didn't have to.
MBS were very helpful

ED642‐JD1
BA490‐JD1

N/A
N/A. I live in Anchorage.

BIOL111‐
TD1
BIOL111‐
TD1
HS105‐J01

Never had to use the library resources.

ENGL111‐
KD1
ENGL111‐
KD1
BA343‐JD1

NONE

ED380‐
KD1

Professor Chapman was generous enough to give us links to all articles relevant to the
course.

Never used any of it. Could be more user friendly. I stuck to google
Never used them, had enough resources.

Not much variety available for the persuasive essay we did.
Not used throughout entire course.

MATH411‐
J01
ACCT202‐
JD1
HS105‐J01
BA251‐JD1
BIOL111‐
TD1

Some sources for projects may not be available for class projects.
This course uses no egan library resources
we did independently.
We read a lot of books and the library was not needed.
With this being an online course, I did not use the UAS library.

